Stalin Regime In Soviet Russia Imperiled By Rebellion

The second phase of the Goebbels plan is a concerted demonstration through the huge German organization in South America against "the looming tyrantical imperialism which President Roosevelt and his rapacious advisers are plotting." Accented by Washington's armed restatement of the Monroe Doctrine, this propaganda will have strong effect--so the hopeful Berlin strategists claim.

The Berlin-Tokyo Axis Slips

Without benefit of publicity, an acrimonious exchange has been raging between Tokyo and Berlin during the past weeks, which may have startling repercussions.

The Berlin-Tokyo axis hasn't been operating smoothly. Through the Japanese insisted on the withdrawal of the German military advisers of Chiayi-Shek. Hitler's agents have continued to bolster the Chinese generals with material and moral support, Germany's great trade with China is at stake.

GERMANS CENTER ON SPLITTING U.S. OFF FROM BRITAIN
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With the fall of Canton and the other Chinese ports, the Wilhelmstrasse became acutely worried. The Japanese ambassador was requested to guarantee that German trade and interests would receive preferential treatment. Not at all, his excellency politely. Hitler was pleased to understand that the East would belong exclusively to Japan and that no large foreign interests, even German, would be tolerated.

In "strict secrecy" the Russian ambassador visited Hitler's minister, von Ribbentrop. He was given to understand that Berlin and Moscow might work out a plan for cooperation against the "intolerable situation" arising in the East. "Goebbels may have another job soon," said one of the diplomats involved. "He may have to discover a new Russia." Incidentally, Goebbels is known to have remarked recently that that would not be so hard.

* * *